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Introduction
Researchers planning an experimental study have to decide about the number of subjects, treatments, experimental periods to employ and whether to conduct a within or betweensubjects design. All these decisions require a careful balancing between the chance of finding an existing effect and the precision with which this effect can be measured. 1 For example, subjects taking part in a within-subjects (WS hereafter) design are exposed to several treatment conditions while subjects in a between-subjects (BS hereafter) design are exposed to only one. WS designs thus offer the possibility to test theories at the individual level and can boost statistical power, making it more likely to correctly reject a null hypothesis in favor of an alternative hypothesis. They can, however, also generate spurious treatment effects, notably order effects. BS designs, on the other hand, can attenuate order effects but may have lower statistical power as we illustrate in this paper. Charness, Gneezy, and Kuhn (2012) summarize the tradeoff between both designs by saying: "Choosing a design means weighing concerns over obtaining potentially spurious effects against using less powerful tests."(p.2.) In addition, the number of subjects and the number of periods (McKenzie, 2012) affect the statistical power of a study. As a result, understanding the statistical power of WS and BS designs in relation to sample size and periods is an essential step in the process of designing economic experiments.
More generally, recent work has raised awareness about the relationship between power of statistical tests and optimal experimental designs (e.g., List, Sadoff, and Wagner (2011) ; Hao and Houser (forthcoming) ). Yet, statistical power remains largely undiscussed or reported in published experimental economic research. Zhang and Ortmann (2013) , for example, reviewed all articles published in Experimental Economics between 2010 and 2012 and fail to find a single study discussing optimal sample size in relation to statistical power. 2 We conjecture that this can partly be explained by the incompati-1 The former influence is referred to in the literature as the power of a study, that is the probability of not rejecting the Null hypothesis when in fact it is false, in other words of not committing a Type II error. The latter influence refers to the width of the confidence interval, i.e., the conviction with which we are confident not committing a Type I error, i.e., rejecting the Null hypothesis when in fact it is true. 2 The practice of not reporting power or discussing optimal sample sizes is not specific to experimental 1 bility of existing power formulas derived under very specific conditions with experimental data. The formulas are not adapted for the diversity of experimental data (with WS and BS designs; discrete, continuous, and censored outcomes; multiple periods; non-normal errors) nor are they available for the variety of statistical tests (nonparametric and parametric) used in the literature. This incompatibility poses challenges to experimentalists interested in predicting power for the designs they consider. As a result, researchers may unknowingly conduct underpowered experiments which lead to a waste in scarce resources and potentially guide research in unwanted directions. 3
The main objective of this paper is to provide experimental economists with a simple unified framework to compute ex-ante power of an experimental design (WS or BS) using simulation methods. Simulation methods are general enough to be used in conjunction with a variety of statistical tests (nonparametric and parametric), estimation methods (for linear and non-linear models), and samples sizes used in experimental economics. It can also easily handle settings with non-normal errors. Conversely, closed form expressions for statistical power computation are typically derived for simple statistical models and tests and tend to be valid under specific conditions (e.g., large sample sizes, normally distributed errors). For other conditions, power computation using closed form expressions may overestimate the level of power in finite samples (see, e.g., Feiveson, 2002) . The simulation approach to power computation is simple and well known in applied statistics and can help researchers determine the number of subjects, the number of periods, and the design (WS or BS) required to reach an acceptable level of statistical power. In this paper we focus on simulating the statistical power of a test for the null hypothesis of no treatment effect against a specific alternative. 4 For our simulations, we consider a population of economics, and applies more widely to other fields such as education (Brewer and Owen, 1973) , marketing (Sawyer and Ball, 1981) , and various sub-fields in psychology (Mone, Mueller, and Mauland, 1996; Cohen, 1962; Chase and Chase, 1976; Sedlmeier and Gigerenzer, 1989; Rossi, 1990 We illustrate the approach in the context of gift exchange experiments and calibrate our model using data from two existing field experiments. We find that the BS design requires approximately 4 times more subjects than the WS design to reach acceptable levels of power (80%) when the number of experimental periods is small (2 periods). Power of the WS design is found to increase substantially with the number of experimental periods.
Power of the BS design is found to be less sensitive to an increase in experimental periods.
As a result, the BS design requires approximately 12 times more subjects compared to a WS design when the number of experimental periods is larger (6 periods). We find that these results are relatively robust to the true treatment effect sizes. Increasing the noise level requires a larger sample size in both designs, however, the ratios become less large. Then, the BS design requires approximately 3 times more observations with a low number of periods and 6 times more when the number of experimental periods is larger.
Our analysis suggests that the number of subjects needed to reach an acceptable level of power in this research area can be large. For example, we find that minimal sample sizes required to reach a power of 80% with a BS design range from 232 to 1054 subjects under our low noise scenario and range from 458 to 2200 subjects under our high noise scenario.
Corresponding sample sizes with a WS design ranged from 20 to 218 subjects under our low noise scenario and ranged from 66 to 738 subjects for our high noise scenario.
Finally, we present the powerBBK package for STATA that we developed to simulate power with the needs of economists in mind. This package allows to simulate the minimal necessary sample size to reach a user-specified level of statistical power or to compute the statistical power of a particular design, given information on sample size, variances, and minimal detectable effect size. The package can handle panel data and can be used for non parametric (e.g., Wilcoxon Sign test or Mann-Whitney-U test) and parametric tests.
It can also be used in the context of linear regression models with or without normal errors, binary response models (probit and logit) and censored regression models (tobit).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief survey of the experimental parameters used in recent articles published in Experimental Economics, the top field journal for experimental work in economics, to illustrate typical sample sizes and design choices employed in this field. Section 3 discusses the simulation of statistical power and introduces the powerBBK package. Section 4 presents our application to gift exchange.
Section 5 concludes.
Brief survey of experimental designs in Experimental Economics
In this section we present a brief analysis of sample sizes and design choices of all papers published in Experimental Economics in volumes 15 and 16 (2012 and 2013) . We focus on three aspects affecting statistical power: the choice of experimental design (WS vs.
BS), the average number of subjects per treatments and the distribution of the subjects across treatments. In the two volumes we surveyed, a total of 71 papers were published.
Our analysis focus on papers with original data and which provided sufficient information to determine the number of subjects in each treatments, leaving us with a sample of 58 papers (36 in 2012, 22 in 2013) .
We first classify the experimental design in these studies as using either WS or BS designs. In some cases where elements of both designs are applied, we classified the papers as mixed design. The first two columns of Table 2 present the frequency of each type of designs in each year.
We see from this table that the majority of the paper (41 out of 58) used a BS design.
The central part of Table 2 reports some summary statistics on the number of treatments and active subjects per treatments (e.g., excluding receivers who do not take decisions in a dictator game). The table provides mean, median, minimum and maximum values. The following analysis is based on the median, as this measure is less sensitive to outliers. We find that the median number of treatments amongst papers using a BS design is 3 with a median number of subjects of 43.5. These values are respectively 2 and 50 for papers using a WS design, and 4 and 66 for papers using mixed designs.
In the following, we illustrate how those studies divide the total number of their participants across the various treatments. We separate studies in two groups: those where the allocation of subjects to treatments was based on equal repartition and those where repartition is unequal. To proceed, we allow for some small differences in group size when deciding wether a study relied on equal repartition or not by using a simple rule.
For instance, a problem would arise with a study in which an odd number of subjects has to be divided into two treatment groups, as it would necessarily lead to a unequal repartition under a strict equality condition. Suppose that you have N subjects to split in T treatments. Denote N \T the integer division of N by T (e.g., 10\3 = 3) We consider that a study used an equal repartition when treatment sizes fall in the interval defined by N \T − 1 and N \T + T − 1. Consider a case with 100 subjects to be split over r 4 treatments. Any study where treatment sizes fall between 24 and 28 subjects would then be considered as one with an equal repartition of subjects. While this simple rule is certainly ad hoc, we found that it leads to a classification very close to our intuitive judgment when looking at the distribution of subjects in a study. The last part of Table 2 presents our classification using this rule. We find that 59% percent of studies using a BS design and 75% of studies using a WS design are classified as using an equal repartition of subjects. 6 Several observations emerge from the analysis above. First, the BS design is predominantly used. Second, the number of subjects does not seem to be related to the choice of design (WS or BS), despite the fact that WS design tend to be more powerful (as illustrated in the following section). Third, assigning the same number of subjects to each treatment appears to be a dominant practice. This hints that assignment of subjects to treatments was not done in a way that would maximize the statistical power of the test, but rather on other concerns. 5
Design
It is important to emphasize that the results presented here do not imply that experiments we surveyed are underpowered. Even if we would be interested in computing the statistical power of those studies as reference point of the statistical power in the literature, we could not do so as in many cases, at least one information necessary to compute statistical power (e.g., variance of treatment and control outcomes) was not reported.
Power in regression models
Our analysis is based on the following treatment effect regression model
where y * it denotes the latent outcome variable of subject i at period t, d it is a binary treatment variable taking a value of 1 when subject i receives treatment at period t and 0 otherwise, µ i represents time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity with the cumulative distribution function F µ . The remaining errors ϵ it are drawn from a cumulative distribution F ϵ|d (a). We allow the errors to be heteroscedastic : the variance of the errors 5 We also pursued more informal ways to learn about the usage of power analysis in experimental economics, e.g., the ESA mailing list and searching for results of power analysis reported by experimental studies published in economic journals. Outcomes were not conclusive given the low number of observations. We found only two studies reporting results of ex-ante power analysis used to compute minimal necessary sample sizes (Rutström and Wilcox, 2009; Ferraro and Price, 2013) and a handful of studies conducting ex-post power analyses to determine whether absence of statistical significance can be related to low sample sizes (Smith, Williams, Bratton and Vonnoni, 1982; Bossaerts, Plott and Zame, 2007; Voors et al 2012; Trautmann, van de Kuilen, and Zeckhauser, 2013; Stoop, 2014) . ϵ it can depend on treatment conditions d it . Let σ 2 ϵ,0 and σ 2 ϵ,1 denote the variance of ϵ it under control and treatment conditions respectively. We maintain the assumption that µ i is independent of d it . This assumption is typically motivated by the randomization of subjects to treatment conditions. It is possible to relax this assumption and allow for some dependance between µ i and d it (letting for example the variance of µ i vary with the treatment). It is also possible to add other regressors to (1). Implementing these changes requires minor adjustments to the simulation algorithm presented below, but for the sake of exposition, we focus on the simple specification.
The observable outcome variable y it may differ from y * it . We consider three leading cases.
Case 1. y it = y * it -a linear model Case 2. y it = 1 if y * it ≥ 0, and 0 otherwise -a binary choice model Case 3. y it = max(a, y * it ) -a model with censoring from below at a We assume throughout that β 1 does not vary across the population, but this could be easily relaxed. This parametrization allows us to generate samples for different sequences {d it : t = 1, 2, . . . , T } given values of (β 0 , β 1 ) and (F µ , F ϵ|d ). Identification of (β 0 , β 1 ) requires some minimal restrictions on the functions (F µ , F ϵ|d ). Mean independence with the treatment indicator is sufficient for the linear model (Case 1). Independence between ϵ it is typically assumed for Cases 2 and 3. Note that Cases 1 and 3 allow the variance of ϵ it to differ between control and treatment conditions. The probit and logit models result from setting F ϵ to the standard normal and logistic distribution respectively for Case 2.
Setting F ϵ|d to mean zero normal distribution with variance σ 2 ϵ,d in Case 3 leads to the tobit model. The distribution F µ is often assumed to be a normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ 2 µ . A BS design implies that {d it : t = 1, 2, . . . , T } does not vary across t, a subject is either assigned only to the control condition (d it = 0 for all t) or to the treatment condition (d it = 1 for all t). In the presence of homoscedastic errors ϵ it , the noise level µ i + ϵ it is the same for treatment and control conditions. In this case it is reasonable to implement a BS design by assigning an equal number of subjects to control and treatment conditions. In the presence of heteroscedastic errors ϵ it , statistical power can possibly be improved by assigning more subjects to the conditions where the noise level is higher.
A WS design implies that {d it : t = 1, 2, . . . , T } varies across t for each subject. In the presence of homoscedastic errors ϵ it , it is reasonable to use a balanced WS design with d it = 0 for T /2 periods. In the presence of heteroscedastic errors ϵ it , statistical power may be improved by assigning subjects to the more noisy conditions for a higher number of periods.
Power computation
It is straightforward to compute power curves using the following steps.
Step 1. Fix N and T and generate for a given design (WS or BS) a sample {{(y it , d it ) : t = 1, . . . , T } : i = 1, 2 . . . , N } given values of (β 0 , β 1 ) and choice of (F µ , F ϵ ).
Step 2 -parametric. Estimate (β 0 , β 1 ) and the parameters of (F µ , F ϵ|d ) and computê z =β 1 /se(β 1 ) and the corresponding p-value of the null hypothesis H 0 : β 1 = 0 against either a one-sided or two-sided alternative. Here se(β 1 ) denotes the standard error of the estimate. 6
Step 2 -nonparametric. Aggregate the individual data over T and use nonparametric rank-based tests (e.g., Wilcoxon rank-sum test for BS data, Wilcoxon signed-rank test for WS data) of the null hypothesis that the distribution of the aggregated values of y are the same under control and treatment conditions and compute the p-value of the test.
Step 3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for a large number of samples. Compute the fraction of p-values which are less than the significance level of the test (e.g., 5%). This represents the power of the test.
Repeating the three steps above for a range of N and T values for each design, enables the researcher to plot power curves. Power curves are useful for comparing the designs 6 Note, that the estimators used in step 2 will depend on the nature of the outcome variable. The maximum likelihood estimator can be used in all three cases. Linear regression with clustered standard errors can also be used in the case of the linear model. This is a popular choice for experimental economists, as the distributions (F µ , F ϵ|d ) are often unknown in practice. for a given sample size, for determining the minimal sample size needed to reach a certain statistical power separately for each design, or to look at the effect of the number of periods and how to balance the number of participants in the treatments.
Simulations can be conducted using any statistical software which integrates Monte Carlo simulations (e.g., GAUSS, OX, Matlab, STATA). We developed a user-friendly package for STATA users called powerBBK package that executes Steps 1 to 3 for given values of β 1 , σ 2 µ , σ 2 ϵ , etc. It was designed with flexibility in mind and can be used to simulate power for a class of popular data-generating processes encountered in experimental economics using a single command line. The powerBBK package is provided as an .ado file along with a help file and can be downloaded here (http://www.ecn.ulaval.ca/en/luc.bissonnette).
As expected, powerBBK requires the user to specify details concerning the experimental design, such as the number of subjects, number of periods, WS or BS design, balance of WS design and so on. There are options to evaluate the statistical power over a range of values N and to assess simultaneously power of both WS and BS designs. The user can specify whether or not to include individual heterogeneity by means of random-effects terms (i.e., the variance of µ i is greater than 0) or to include treatment-specific heteroscedasticity (i.e., the variance of ϵ it depends on the treatment received). Users can also specify the distribution of errors (F µ , F ϵ|d ) they require for their simulations, thus allowing for example heavy-tailed distributions in linear models. The package further allows to simulate power of nonparametric rank-based tests and can accommodate several common non-linear models (i.e., logit, probit, tobit). 7 Additional information and examples are available in the help-file provided with the package.
Illustration : gift exchange in the field
When possible, researchers planning new experiments can perform an ex-ante power analysis using data from pilot experiments conducted in the exact setting where the experiment is scheduled to take place. Alternatively, they can perform their power analysis using data 7 In those cases, the distributions are (F µ , F ϵ|d ) pre-specified. from other related studies. We illustrate the power analysis presented in section 3 with an application in the context of field experiments designed to measure reciprocal preferences of workers. Our analysis exploits data from two different studies in this area. Gneezy and List (2006) use a BS design in the context of a single day spot labor market experiment with a data entry task. They assign 9 workers to their treatment condition We first estimated a random-effects panel data model of equation (1) using the Gneezy and List data with the dependent variable being the natural lof of productivity. We get ( β 0 , β 1 ) = (3.674, 0.055), σ 2 µ = 0.088, σ 2 ϵ = 0.018. The corresponding estimates using the Bellemare and Shearer data are ( β 0 , β 1 ) = (6.955, 0.061), σ 2 µ = 0.046, σ 2 ϵ = 0.018. The estimated treatment effect (β 1 ) and estimated error variance σ 2 ϵ are very similar for both studies. The estimated value of σ 2 µ (unobserved heterogeneity) on the other hand is twice as high in the Gneezy and List data. 8 We next used the estimated model parameters from both datasets to simulate power of WS and BS designs for two scenarios. The low noise scenario sets (σ 2 µ = 0.045 and σ 2 ϵ = 0.02 while the high noise scenario sets σ 2 µ = 0.09 and σ 2 ϵ = 0.02. The variance of µ i in the high noise scenario is thus exactly twice the corresponding value for the low noise scenario. We will consider three values for β 1 (0.05, 0.1 and 0.15) for both scenarios. The value of β 0 plays no role in our analysis and will be set to 6.3 in all our simulations. We will also consider setting T to 2 and 6. Setting T = 6 proxies the number of time periods used in both studies used for our calibration. The case T = 2 is interesting because it proxies experiments which take place on a single day while still allowing a meaningful comparison of WS and BS designs. 9 It also represents a case where researchers have little information to control for the presence of unobserved individual heterogeneity µ i . It is straightforward to consider other values of T . We perform a separate power analysis for each scenario for a double-sided test with a 5% level of significance. We implement the BS design by assigning the same number of subjects to control and treatment conditions.
We implement a balanced WS design by assigning subjects to the same number of periods under control and treatment conditions. We also simulated power for an "unbalanced" WS design assigning subjects to the treatment condition for only one out of six time periods. Simulated power of the unbalanced WS design was not very different to power of the balanced WS we report here. This is to be expected as the variance of the outcome variable is kept constant under control and trial conditions. We thus focus our analysis on the balanced WS design. Finally, we use the OLS estimator with standard errors clustered at the individual level. All our results are very similar when using the (asymptotically more efficient) GLS estimator. Figure 1 presents the simulated power curves for the low noise scenario. Several regularities emerge. First, we find that power is systematically higher for the WS design for all 6 combinations of β 1 and T values used. This result is expected given the WS design exploits within-subject variation in decisions for a given individual (for a given level of µ i ). This advantage of the WS design over the BS design is well documented (see, e.g., Keren (1993) ). We also find that increasing the number of periods raises power of the WS design but has relatively minor impact on power of the BS design. The quantitative 9 The WS design cannot be implemented when T = 1. 12 differences in power between both designs are perhaps more surprising. A natural way to compare both designs is to compare the minimal number of subjects (MNS) required to reach a given level of power. Social scientists often argue that an experiment should aim to correctly detect a treatment effect 80% of the time (see Cohen, 1988) when using a double-sided test along with a 5% significance level. Table 2 presents the simulated MNS required to reach this power threshold derived from the curves in Figure 1 . We find that the MNS exceeds 400 subjects for the BS design for both values of T when β = 0.05.
In comparison, the MNS of the WS design is 122 subjects when T = 2, and 42 subjects when T = 6. As expected, the required MNS decrease with β. The MNS of the BS design when β = 0.1 are 182 subjects and 162 subjects for 2 and 6 periods respectively. The corresponding MNS of the WS design are 30 subjects and less than 20 subjects, thus 6 to 8 times less than the corresponding MNS of the BS design. Finally, MNS of the BS when β = 0.15 are 84 subjects and 74 subjects for 2 and 6 periods respectively. Corresponding MNS of the WS design are both below 20 subjects, roughly 4 time less than the BS design. Table 2 ). We find that the MNS of the WS in the high noise scenario are very similar to the corresponding values in the low noise scenario. The MNS of the BS design on the other hand and considerably higher. In particular, we find that the BS design requires between 286 and 302 subjects to detect a value of β = 0.1 with power of 80%. This is roughly 120 subjects more (approx. 65% more) than required in the low noise scenario. Similarly, we find that MNS of the BS design lays between 130 and 140 subjects when β 1 = 0.15. This is roughly 60 subjects more (approx. 70% more) than required in the low noise scenario. These results suggest that researchers planning to conduct BS design experiments in this area should carefully consider the level of noise they expect to be present in the data.
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Finally, we repeated the power analysis using nonparametric rank based tests. We used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test when testing for the presence of a treatment effect under BS designs, and used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test under WS designs. Both tests maintain that distributions of y (averaged over T ) for control and treatment conditions are the same under the null. Table 2 presents the simulated MNS for both designs. All results are very similar to those of Table 2 , suggesting that they are robust to the test used given the assumed data-generating process. 10
Conclusion
Underpowered experimental designs can have important consequences for the representativeness of published experimental research (Fanelli and Ioannidis, 2013) . In particular, it may result in publication bias if papers failing to detect a significant treatment effect face a lower acceptance probability in academic journals (Button et al., 2013; Nosek, Spies, and Motyl, 2012) . This in turn may discourage researchers from even submitting papers reporting insignificant treatments effects, leading to a waste of limited resources.
Our brief survey of design practices of the experiments published in the 2012 and 2013 volumes of Experimental Economics suggests that current practice in experimental economics to determine the sample size is based on other concerns rather than statistical power. Given the advantages of power analysis, the lack of attention to power analysis when designing an experiment might be surprising.
Several reasons have been put forward to explain why the applied statistics literature in general does not systematically discuss power. First, assessing statistical power is more complex than deciding on significance levels. Conceptually, it requires to stipulate an alternative hypothesis with an anticipated effect size, or at least a minimal effect size below which it is not worth the effort conducting the study. Second, researchers may have developed other ways to decide upon the sample size. Sawyer and Ball (1981) 14 a survey amongst researchers and suggest as one reason that researchers rely on their intuition and experience when determining the sample size and the design of a study rather than computing statistical power. However, relying on intuition might lead astray even high profile statisticians. Tversky and Kahneman (1971) observed that researchers who were well trained in statistics often had wrong intuition about the sample size necessary to conduct a replication study. Finally, (un)awareness of statistical power or the publishing culture can be responsible for the lack of power analysis. Mone, Mueller, and Mauland (1996) for example examine the perception of statistical power usage amongst researchers in psychology and find relatively little concern for statistical power.
In response to those reasons, the current study aims at raising awareness among experimental economists about the effects of design choice on statistical power. We propose to compute ex-ante power using standard simulation methods which can be easily adapted to various econometric models and statistical tests. Additionally, we present a flexible STATA package (powerBBK) which can be used to perform these simulations.
It is important to emphasize that the advantage of the high flexibility of the simulation approach to conduct proper power analysis for follow-up studies comes at the expense of some knowledge of the underlying data generating process to calibrate the necessary parameters. One source of such information are existing experimental results. The common practice of sharing collected experimental data either via journal websites or directly between experimental economists is one way of gaining access to such information. Some researchers advocate compulsory checklists before submitting manuscripts to journals for publication (e.g., Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn, 2011; Nosek, Spies, and Motyl, 2012) to standardize reported statistics and to counter the problem that published articles rarely provide all necessary information that are required to perform ex-ante power analysis for follow-up studies. Alternatively, when previous results are not available, running pilot experiments represents another way to gather information on the data-generating process, which can be used to predict the sample size and the design required to detect various possible treatment effects with sufficient power.
We illustrate the simulation approach in the context of field experiments on gift giving by calibrating the model parameters using data from two studies in this area. Our analysis has focused on minimal sample sizes required to detect an existing treatment effect with a power of 80%. Our results suggest that BS designs in field experiments on gift-giving can require between 4 to 8 times more subjects than the WS design to reach a power of 80%. The BS design was particularly sensitive to the noise levels present in the data we considered. Corresponding nonparametric tests provide very similar results. We note that our illustration was purposefully simple and more complex simulations (binary choice, censored or interval regression, models with heteroscedasticity) can be performed using the same basic principle.
Ex-ante power analysis requires a separate analysis for each setting using different values of the model parameters. Thus, the simulation results reported in this paper cannot be directly extrapolated to other experimental settings. They demonstrate however that the differences in minimal sample sizes required between both designs can be sizable, and that there are important differences in the ability to raise power by increasing sample sizes or adjusting the number of periods.
By focusing on statistical power, we also purposefully neglected other potentially important pros and cons of both designs which require consideration when implementing an experiment. The relative importance of these pros and cons is again context specific.
WS designs for example can induce treatment order effects and demand effects, both of which are undesirable. Yet, implementing a WS may seem more natural in settings where there is a natural ordering of the treatment conditions (Greenwald, 1976) . BS designs -by construction-are not affected by order effects, but they are not immune to demand effects. Ultimately it is up to researchers to weigh the pros and cons of each design for their specific experimental context. 
